Fairy Godmothers

Beware of the Storybook Wolves by Lauren Child
Herb enlists the help of Cinderella's fairy godmother to help save him from the wolves that have escaped from his storybook.

Bubba the Cowboy Prince by Helen Ketteman
In this Cinderella tale set in Texas, the fairy godmother is a cow.

The Youngest Fairy Godmother Ever by Stephen Krensky
Mavis finds that playing fairy godmother isn't as easy as it looks.

Molly and the Magic Wishbone by Barbara McClintock
A magic fishbone from a fairy godmother will grant only one wish.

Cinderella's Rat by Susan Meddaugh
Cinderella's coachman, who used to be a rat, tells his side of the story.

The Magic Hill by A.A. Milne
A fairy godmother wishes for flowers for Princess Daffodil.

A Fairy in a Dairy by Lucy Nolan
A fairy godmother causes magical things to happen in the dairy.

The Little Lame Prince by Rosemary Wells
His godmother helps a young crippled prince reclaim his kingdom.

Cinderella's Dress by Nancy Willard
Cinderella gets help from two magpies and her fairy godmother

Picture Books about Fairies

including fairies, tooth fairies, & fairy godmothers

Suggestions from the Mt. Lebanon Public Library
These titles may be found in Picture Books unless otherwise noted

Fairies

The Faerie’s Gift / Tanya Robyn Batt
A woodcutter is granted only one wish, but his wife and parents want wishes too.

Pish and Posh / Barbara Bottner (j Er BOTTNER )
Pish and Posh discover fairy magic.

Secret Fairy Homes / Judity Holmes Clark
Fold-out pages reveal the rooms of various Disney fairies.

On Christmas Eve / Peter Collington
Fairies guide Santa to a little girl’s house that doesn’t have a chimney.

1001 things to spot in Fairyland / Gillian Doherty
Young readers are given various scenes associated with Fairyland each containing many objects associated with fairies to find and count.

Little Fairy Can’t Sleep / Daniela Drescher
When little fairy Faith cannot sleep because she senses magic in the air, she flies off into the night and meets a sandman, a fox and her young cubs, an owl, a family of elves, and a moth-fairy prince.

The Three Spinning Fairies / Lisa Campbell Ernst
Three fairies help a lazy girl try to attain a life of luxury.

Jethro Byrd Fairy Child / Bob Graham
Annabelle finds a family of fairies in the weeds.
**Good Night, Fairies** / Kathleen Hague
A mother tells her curious child about the things that fairies do.

**The Wee Christmas Cabin** / Margaret Hodges
A tinker's child who grows up helping everyone in her Irish village is rewarded in her old age with a cabin built by fairies on Christmas Eve.

**Little Bunny Foo Foo: Told and Sung by the Good Fairy** / illustrated by Paul Brett Johnson
A good fairy tries to make a naughty bunny behave.

**Asher and the Capmakers** / Eric A. Kimmel
On the night before Hanukkah, mischievous fairies take a young boy on an adventure to Jerusalem.

**Fairy Friends** / Michelle Knudsen
Meet snowflake fairies, water fairies, and rainbow fairies.

**Fairy Wings: A Story** / Lauren Mills
Fia, a fairy without wings, saves the other fairies from a wicked Troll.
(Also: **Fia and the Imp**)

**Finn and the Fairies** / Lucia Oddino
When King Bertrand announces that a royal ball will be held to find his son a wife, a group of fairies want Finn the tailor to make gowns for them, but Finn refuses, saying that he does not believe in fairies.

**The Dollhouse Fairy** / Jane Ray
Worried about her father's trip to the hospital, Rosy goes to play with the special dollhouse he built for her and finds Thistle, a very messy and mischievous fairy who needs a place to stay while her injured wing mends.

**The Crystal Mountain** / retold by Ruth Sanderson
A boy outwits the fairy thieves who stole his mother's tapestry.

**The Dreamtime Fairies** / Jane Simmons
Four rabbits search for the Dreamtime Fairies.

**Grandfather Tang’s Story** / Ann Tompert
Grandfather tells a story about fox fairies endangered by a hunter.

**Come to the Fairies’ Ball** / Jane Yolen
All the fairies are excited to be invited to the King’s ball, except for one young fairy whose only party dress is in tatters.

**Tooth Fairies**

**Franklin and the Tooth Fairy** / Paulette Bourgeois
Will the Tooth Fairy visit Franklin even if he doesn’t have any teeth to lose?

**Busy Night** / Ross Collins
One night the Tooth Fairy, the Sandman, and others wake a sleeping boy.

**Mabel the Tooth Fairy and How She Got Her Job** / Katie Davis
Mabel becomes a tooth fairy when she doesn’t brush or floss her teeth.

**Dear Tooth Fairy** / Pamela Duncan Edwards
Claire and the Tooth Fairy write letters to each other about her first tooth.

**April and Esme, Tooth Fairies** / Bob Graham
On their first assignment, two young tooth fairy sisters journey by night into the huge world of humans to collect Daniel Dangerfield's tooth and fly it safely home.

**The Tooth Tree** / Nicholas Heller
A hungry tree grows where Charlie buries his tooth in the backyard.

**Dear Tooth Fairy** / Jane O'Connor (j Er O'CONNOR)
Robby writes a letter to the Tooth Fairy because he doesn't want to be the only kid in the class photo with all his teeth.

**Nice Try, Tooth Fairy** / Mary W. Olson
A girl writes to the Tooth Fairy, in the hopes of getting her teeth back.

**The Story of the Tooth Fairy** / by Tom Paxton
When a girl and a fairy exchange a tooth for a coin they renew the friendship between mortals and fairies.